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Say hello to Canon’s XF405 and XF400

          Canon have announced two videojournalist-style camcorders, the XF405 & XF400.    
          With a 1” 1.0-type 13.2MP CMOS sensor paired with a Dual DIGIC DV6 image      
          processor, this combination makes it possible for these two models to capture a      
          resolution of up to 4K, at frame rates of up to 59.94p. This means that – should you 
have the need – these cameras allow you to deliver 4K content for use in news broadcast 
environments in cases where 50fps is required, or to add a slight slow motion effect to your 4K 
footage.

Both the Canon XF405 and the XF400 feature a 15x optical zoom with a full-frame equivalent range Both the Canon XF405 and the XF400 feature a 15x optical zoom with a full-frame equivalent range 
of 25.5-382.5mm, making it ideal for fast-paced news or documentary environments, but still offering 
an adequate shallow depth of field and low-light capabilities with a maximum aperture of f/2.8.
Both cameras offer Canon’s excellent Dual Pixel Autofocus seen in their cinema line of cameras, as 
well as optical and electronic image stabilisation – another plus for dynamic, documentary-style 
shoots.

Both cameras recordBoth cameras record AVC-HD and MP4 to dual SD cards – which allow for simultaneous or relay 
recording – in HD 10-bit 8-bit YCC 4:2:0 35Mbps, and in 4K 150Mbps. Additionally, they offer up to 
100fps at Full HD resolution, and will be capable of recording in the XF-AVC codec after a firmware 
update coming in the first half of 2018. Externally, 4K remains 8 bit, but 4:2:2 color sampling is 
possible if shooting up to 25p. Both cameras offer an HDMI output, but only the XF405 offers SDI 
which, incidentally, is HD only.

Other features include two XLR inputs, 3-stage ND filteOther features include two XLR inputs, 3-stage ND filter, as well as a 58mm front filter thread for the 
new WA-U58 0.8x wide-angle converter and TL-U58 1.5x Teleconverter, adding to the overall 
flexibility of these models.


